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QUESTION 1

What parameters can you set with slotting as well as with the ABC analysis? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Putaway control indicator 

B. Cycle counting indicator 

C. Storage section indicator 

D. Replenishment quantities 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following actions can you perform from the shipping cockpit? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Create waves. 

B. Create and check in transportation units. 

C. Assign outbound delivery orders and inbound deliveries to transportation units. 

D. Post goods receipts. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

What do you need to configure before you can create warehouse tasks for an outbound delivery order or an inbound
delivery? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Warehouse order creation rules 

B. Putaway control indicator or stock removal control indicator 

C. Warehouse process type determination 

D. Warehouse process types 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are supported with advanced production integration? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 
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A. Repetitive manufacturing 

B. Kanban 

C. Production orders 

D. Process orders 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following are storage type roles? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Identification Point 

B. Deconsolidation 

C. Conveyor System 

D. Production Supply 

E. Work Center in Staging Area Group 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the default requirement for an asynchronous goods receipt process in SAP Extended Warehouse
Management? 

A. An expected goods receipt 

B. An inbound delivery 

C. A door assignment 

D. A purchase order 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What does SAP recommend for the distribution of master data information via IDoc in a system landscape with a
decentralized EWM based on SAP S/4HANA. 

A. Distribute plants and shipping points separately. 

B. Define reduced message types for materials, customer, and vendors. 

C. Use existing message types (like MATMAS, DEBMAS). 
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D. Define a distribution model with the Core Interface (CIF). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What can you do with a hot-spot in the warehouse management monitor. 

A. Create a basic measurement service. 

B. Call a method to perform actions on the selected object. 

C. Change from the list view to the form view of the selected object. 

D. Call the corresponding user interface on the selected object. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

For quality inspections in decentralized SAP EWM with QM integration, you need a quality inspection rule and the
inspection setup in the material master. How can you simplify the master data creation? 

A. Create the quality inspection rule and distribute it to create the inspection setup in the material master. 

B. Use the inspection object type 07. 

C. Use the inspection type 01. 

D. Create the inspection setup in the material master and distribute it to create the quality inspection rule. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which assignment do you make to create external process steps in process-oriented storage control? 

A. External process step to a work center 

B. External process step to an SAP internal process step 

C. External process step to a storage process 

D. External process step to a warehouse process type 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11
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In process-oriented storage control, what can you use rule-based determination for? 

A. To determine the processing time 

B. To determine the destination storage bin 

C. To determine the warehouse process type 

D. To determine the HU type group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

How can you configure the storage of products in a temperature-controlled area of a warehouse? Note: There are 3
correct answers to this question. 

A. Create a new storage bin type 

B. Create a new storage type 

C. Configure a material staging area 

D. Create a new putaway control indicator 

E. Configure a storage type search sequence 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 13

Where do you enable opportunistic cross-docking? 

A. In the warehouse and the product 

B. In the warehouse and the document type 

C. In the product and the warehouse process type 

D. In the product and the storage type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which cross-docking methods require the use of SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization? Note: There are 2 correct
answers to this question. 

A. Push deployment 

B. Recipient-driven flow-through 
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C. Picking from goods receipt 

D. EWM-triggered opportunistic cross-docking 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

For a picking task, the system must determine the storage types from which to remove the stock. How does the system
find the storage type search sequence? 

A. The system attempts to read a completely qualified entry, with all parameters and indicators, then it uses the defined
access strategy. 

B. The system attempts to read the combination of warehouse number and stock removal indicator, then it uses the
combination of warehouse number and warehouse process type. 

C. The system attempts to use the defined access strategy, then it uses the combination of warehouse number, stock
removal indicator, and warehouse process type. 

D. The system attempts to read the combination of warehouse number, stock removal indicator, stock type, and
warehouse process type, then it only uses the warehouse number. 

Correct Answer: D 
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